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WE
CANNOT
THINK
OF
A
TIME
THAT
IS
MOTIONLESS



His hand is resting.
He still holds time still.

                    



His hand was resting. 
Everything was in readiness to be reached.  

Showing the presence of tremor
the man separated a continuous line of dots.

It is but another way of moving on, loss.

 



HISTORY OF



OCCIDENT



NOTHINGNESS IS DANCING, 
ECSTATIC, TO A MUSIC OF WHITE 
TREMORS



We are blind when free.

I am tied by this image:

I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you
I can see you



WALTZ TO NOWHERE

A shadow is a moving void. A shallow or even 
external hole because depth is static. /\/\/\ A shadow 
could even be a hole’s flesh. Emptiness seems to be 
always claiming itself. /\/\/\ I’m thinking of something 
that just is rather than something that does. /\/\/\ How 
deep is a shadow?

/ / /

If void is its name, then falling is its action. /\/\/\ There 
must be some link between falling and not existing. A 
fall exists only while it is happening, because when it 
has already happened it is a wound. /\/\/\ These are 
different ways of calling the same at different times. 
They are different stages. 

 \ \ \

We are always lacking something. For we are we 
shall be longing. /\/\/\ We were broken even before 
belonging to this gravity. /\/\/\ If the wound were a 
hole, then pain would be its shadow projected. Pain 
is a moving wound.







(         )

Love is an apple tree in the middle of a sea

and the world is a giant fruit
and rain is the shadow of its seeds.

Us sailors in a glowing orchard
we dream of cruising the roots’ sleep.



NOWHERE

I am Nowhere.

Something 
that awaits
everywhere.

For I await,
I am Nowhere.

I am youward
and in you
everything I have been
becomes a trail.

I am neither here
nor far apart
nor close to nevermore.

I am Nowhere.
Come already.





COMMUNITY ISSUES

It is its own prayer, the city.
Wordlessly replaying itself
by intermittent glances of eloquence.
Lights reading streets in fits and starts
though in their on-time attires.

Cities— tidy vices. 
Everything so close yet so close
but tears crying on their own.

A subway named shame runs silent
stopping with a hush in every station,
then blushing again. Empty. The same.  

Someone gets off and has a thought:
what a humiliation to tremble, to be a man.

He disdains the very nature of the city 
(the plastic gospel of rose builders)
just like concrete ignores the seasons.

But he goes go to the grocery store 
as the man of faith he is.
After dinner he lays in bed, silence kept. 
Be it inside or outside,
it is far too lonely for one to say.









WHICH WAY DOES VENUS STAND STILL?



WHICH WAY DOES THE DANCER SPIN?



FOREVER
HAS
NEVER
HAPPENED
YET





















REPETITION 
GENERATES 
AN
ILLUSORY 
RHYTHM 
OF 
TIMELESSNESS



REPETITION 
GENERATES 
AN
ILLUSORY 
RHYTHM 
OF 
TIMELESSNESS



AFTER UNTITLED (PASSPORT #II), 
1993

1. Hic sunt aves

In everything we imagine lives a dragon.
In every dream of ours flies a bird.

When we awake we lose their trail already.

We lie at the shadow of a mourning Icarus
caressing us too fast.

2. Ballad of fragility

He longs for drinking the other’s spit.

A man punished by his own desire
whips the ocean to tame that thirst.

His mouth— an empty, unmade bed.

3. Monument to the dying lover

Every place I wouldn’t love you
I determined to lay a stone. 

As a result
the air was born.



4. Eulogy

When the last bird dies the sky will fall.

That’s how they portray themselves tied to freedom.
That’s how the perfect lovers venerate loss.









A GESTURE
ABRIDGES
THE 
WORLD
TOWARDS
IMMENSITY



A gesture meaning if light began to think there would 
be a god. If ideas began to love.





A gesture meaning ignore me harder, until I become 
a question.





A gesture meaning the nurture of desire is built upon 
the impermanence of everything.





A gesture meaning these words are fallacious 
prisons. I put a mask on Writing. I tie ropes to a huge 
building with no walls.





A gesture meaning this is how everything begins to 
perish: once again, anew, nevermore.





A gesture meaning shadows are not the opposite of 
light. They are its grief.





A gesture meaning support your local moonbeams.





A gesture meaning a straight line is the shortest lie 
between two points.





A gesture meaning to love is to use is to love.





A gesture meaning don’t let words know when you 
want to use them. They need you to stop being 
predictable. 





A gesture meaning everything will be getting 
simultaneously bigger and smaller than you thought 
it would be and you will stop believing in impossible 
contradictions.





 



movvvvement.tumblr.com
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